Perturbed global phase-locking coherence, gamma functioning, and prefrontalhippocampal linkage in the sub-chronic phencyclidine schizophrenia model
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• Placed multi-electrode arrays into mPFC and vHC of urethane anaesthetised scPCP and vehicle rats
(female Lister hooded, c. 300g) to record spikes and local EEG (see below). Spontaneous activity
recorded. In a subset of animals, toe pinched was also performed – still under anaesthesia, in an
attempt to induce a ‘sensory activation’ state.
• Local EEG/local field potential bands were extracted and their phase deduced.
• Analysis: phase-locking, cross-frequency coupling, vHC gamma burst detection (wavelet analysis),
and the effect of these vHC gamma bursts on cross-frequency coupling.
• Measured communication between and within regions (transfer entropy).
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To compare (1): phase-locking of spikes to local EEG, and (2): the degree of communication in and
between the medial prelimbic cortex (mPLC) and ventral hippocampus (vHC) relative to vehicle
controls.
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Fig 4: PCP mPLC delta-theta phase linkage abnormal
exclusively under arousal: vHC interaction dependant?
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Fig 3. Assessment of gamma bursts phase preferences of vehicle and PCP animals during toe
pinch. For each electrode, gamma burst phase preference was pooled across each condition for all
animals. Vehicle animals had two distinct gamma phase preferences, one near the trough (a) which
represents 64% of activity measured, and another slightly after the theta peak (b), associated with
the reminder of measured gamma activity (36%). In PCP animals, both distinct populations appear
to align just before theta peaks (c), with a small subset of secondary population aligning with the
old post-peak theta phase preference (8%) (d). n=5.

Fig 1: PCP animals are hyper-primed in the vHC at rest
but exhibit incoherent activity in toe pinch
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Schizophrenia is speculated to be underpinned by hyperdopaminergic subcortical activity,
‘Phase-locking’
coupled with cortical hypo-frontal glutamatergic dysfunction. This can be modeling in
murine species by administering NMDA antagonists such as Phencyclidine, sub-chronically
(scPCP), and then withdrawing drug application. In schizophrenia and this model, profound
inter-regional perturbation is observed. This is most notable between the prefrontal cortex
and hippocampus, where linkage is thought to be important in providing a self-referential
component to behavior. Widespread alterations to local field potential band, such as theta
and gamma are also readily detectible, however, the consequence(s) for the orchestration of neuronal
firing to specific phases of these field potentials (‘phase-locking’) is largely unknown. This is important,
as phase-locking is thought of as a mechanism contributing to the processing of information within
and between cortical and subcortical regions - and hence, is critical in high level cerebellar functioning.
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Fig 4. a) Vehicle animals in resting state have clear delta-theta phase coupling; a mostly comparable
state is detected during toe pinch stimulation (b). scPCP and vehicle animals are similar during
resting periods (a vs. c), however, during toe pinch, dysregulation occurs readily to several regions
of theta-delta phase concurrence, forming ‘rift’ like phenomena (d). (e) During toe pinch, still
functional (non-overlapping) gamma bursts in PCP animals pertain to more ‘normal’ mPLC deltatheta coupling bands, and ‘overlapping’ gamma bursts are correlated with pathological rifting
regions (f) (e/f: statistically assessed under standard deviation (std)). a), n=15. c), n=16. b/d) n=5.
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Fig 1. Unit phase preferences in the vHC across a one hundred hertz frequency range. a) Vehicle
animals in spontaneous periods show no major population phase response, however, during toe pinch
(b), inter-unit coherence is readily seen for slow (40-60Hz) and fast gamma (80-100Hz), at phases of
3π/2 to 2π. In PCP animals, abnormally strong phase locking is seen to slow gamma near the peak (π;
panel c), yet during toe pinch, population activity becomes incoherent across all frequencies (d).
Colour scale defined as the probability of unit preference for a given frequency and phase.

Fig 5: lacking information transmission
from the mPLC and excessive vHC reefference (by theta phase)
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Fig 2. Unit phase preferences in the mPLC across a one hundred hertz frequency range. Vehicle and
PCP animals had comparable responses in spontaneous periods, exhibiting some delta and theta
entrainment (2-8Hz), with diffuse fast gamma (80-100Hz) phase preferences (a,c). During sensory
activation, vehicle animals had stronger theta and delta unit phase coherence, and increased fast
gamma tuning with a selective phase preferences (b). scPCP animals had a marginal upswing in theta
and delta tuning, and a relatively greater spread of unit phase preferences to gamma frequencies (d).
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Fig 5. During toe pinch, vehicle animals have information transfer dependant upon theta phase
from the vHC to the mPLC, at a frequency linked to beta (a). This is disrupted in PCP animals (b).
Vehicle animals have higher mPLC to vHC transmission. Theta phase was also relevant in internal
hippocampal processing (c). PCP animals had an abnormally large superficial vHC to mPLC
connectivity, coupled with more erratic deep-superficial information transfer within the vHC (d).
c,d): Bits/s invariant of animal count shown as adjacent intensity scales to each subplot. Here,
Vehicle animals are normalised to PCP animals maximal bits transferred per electrode in toe pinch.
periods. a,b,c) n=5, d) n=4.

CONCLUSIONS

• vHC population unit coherence in scPCP model is strongly disrupted across all recordings. In
scPCP animals, the mPLC exhibits a lack of increased tuning in response to sensory activation.
• scPCP rats have ‘rifting’ in mPLC delta-theta phase coupling during sensory activation. This
suggests the network functions abnormally during periods when the mPLC and vHC interact.
• Indistinct memory recall and encoding, which may also underpin aberrant mPLC coupling. This
could explain hallucinations, as sensory stimuli would be recalled (pathogenically) as memory.
• ‘Hypofrontality’ postulate reflected in a relatively lacking mPLC to vHC transmission, yet
constitutively higher reefference back from the hippocampus observed.

